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Abstract Many practical applications require a compari-

son of the Hamming weights of two N-bit binary vectors.

This comparison can be performed in a fully digital manner

or by a mix of analog and digital techniques. In this paper, we

propose a design in the latter category that exhibits advan-

tages in speed and power dissipation compared with the best

previous designs. The proposed design comprises of two

switched-capacitor arrays associated with two comparators

placed in parallel, collectively providing a complete com-

parison outcome of ‘‘[’’, ‘‘\’’, or ‘‘=’’. The switched-

capacitor array circuit is composed of uniform capacitances,

thus associating identical charges with all bits, independent

of their positions in the input bit-vectors. Once charge

accumulation has occurred based on the asserted inputs, the

two comparators release the final decision concurrently.

The structure is shown to support wide input vectors on the

order of 64 bits, while requiring a small silicon area for

capacitor array structures, CMOS switches, and latched

comparators to compute and store the comparison outcome.

HSPICE simulation shows a total power consumption of

1.136 mW, evaluated at the operating frequency of 1 GHz

(based on input-to-decision delay) for 16 bit input vectors

under 0.15 lm TSMC technology.

Keywords Analog summing � Comparator � GHz-class

circuit � Hamming weight � Low-power electronic circuit �

Mixed analog/digital design � Population count �
Switched-capacitor array

1 Introduction

Comparing the Hamming weights of two bit-vectors of

common length N finds applications in neural networks [1],

threshold voting circuits [2, 3], digital filtering [4, 5],

pattern matching/recognition [6–8], and encoding for data

compression [9–11]. Accordingly, many researchers and

hardware designers have proposed designs for such com-

parators [12–18], exploring trade offs between operating

frequency, Hamming vector size, power consumption, and

area requirements to satisfy design specifications.

An early design [12], which required eight cascaded

logic stages, was based on deriving a complete Boolean

expression for comparing weighted vectors of size 2. The

operating frequency resulting from this approach would be

unsuitable for large vector sizes. Subsequent modifications

[13] were aimed at extending the application of this method

to wider vectors. But the extension is accomplished at the

expense of a large number of comparators, which imply

unacceptably high power consumption.

Power can be saved by converting binary inputs to time

delay behavior [14, 15], for example, by assigning a variable

delay element to every bit in input bit-vectors. With this

approach, the circuit achieves its power economy at the

expense of long latency, compared with the design of [13].

A subsequent design by Pedroni [16] reduces the delay

somewhat, but the presence of N cascaded switches makes

the design too slow for wide inputs. A further speed

enhancement method [17] minimizes the number of cas-

caded switches by using sorting networks [9], but the mul-

tistage structure of the design would still be problematic for
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wide inputs. Parhami’s design [18] uses arithmetic opera-

tions for counting and comparing the number of 1s through

high-speed parallel up/down counters, with the vector bits

viewed as positive or negative in the process of accumula-

tion. However, sequential clocking precludes high-speed

parallel operation, with speed more of a problem for wider

input bit-vectors.

In this paper, we present a novel architecture that uses a

mix of analog charge accumulation and digital switching of

weighted bits value. Because the charges associated with

binary digits 0 and 1 do not have a positional weighting, the

accumulating switched-capacitor array comprises of uni-

form capacitance values, in contrast with conventional

switched-capacitor arrays used for A/D and D/A conversion

[19–22]. Once the two input Hamming bit-vectors have been

accumulated through the differential switched-capacitor

array, differential comparators produce the desired result. A

capsule summary of the main attributes and contributions of

our design is captured in the following five points:

1. All bits in the input bit-vectors are accumulated

concurrently, regardless of the bit-width. Thus, the

circuit is attractive for high-speed and broad-scale

applications.

2. Small capacitances are used in the circuit to hold

charges based on asserted bit values, in much the same

way as dynamic low-power memory, making it

suitable for low-power design.

3. The circuit is adaptable to variable and unmatched

vector sizes, or to comparison between an input vector

and a threshold value. A variable size can simply be

added on two sides of differential switched-capacitor

array, where empty bit positions can be replaced by 0s.

4. Full ternary comparison function (‘‘[’’, ‘‘\’’, and ‘‘=’’)

is made possible by integrating two comparators with

two switched-capacitor arrays.

5. The circuit is reliable for continued technology scaling

and provides enough resolution at the comparator

inputs for wide vectors and advanced technologies

with low supply voltage.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2

illustrates the comparison principle for our Hamming

weight circuit based on a switched-capacitor array. Section

3 provides CMOS circuit design with related equations and

event timings. Section 4 contains sensitivity analysis and

effect on resolutions against the input vector size, speed,

and continued reduction of the supply voltage. Section 5

reports on the results of our HSPICE simulation-based on

0.15 lm and 1.5 V integrated-circuit technology. Section 6

compares the simulation results against previous efforts

having similar objectives to ours (low cost, high-speed, low

power, and variable application scale). Section 7 concludes

the paper.

2 Comparison principle

Switched-capacitor arrays constitute common mechanisms

for analog-to-digital or digital-to-analog conversion. In

these applications, the capacitance values C0, C1,…,CN–1

within the array, and thus the charges they hold, are pro-

portional to successive powers of 2 (Fig. 1). Such switched-

capacitor arrays can be modified to assign equal charges to

all 1s in a bit-vector. This modification is appropriate for

Hamming weight comparison [23], where all positions in

the bit-vectors being compared are equally weighted. Thus,

the non-weighted switched-capacitor array is a modified

form of the conventional binary weighted variant, with all

capacitor values chosen to be the same, that is, C0 =

C1= _ = CN-1. Such an array provides a total charge equal

to the non-weighted sum of the capacitor charges. In this

way, comparing the Hamming weights of two bit-vectors is

reduced to comparing the sum of charges they induce on

their corresponding capacitors within the array, or com-

paring voltages resulting from these charges.

The non-weighted switched-capacitor array of Fig. 1

functions as follows. The Hamming bit-vectors (Hx, Hy)

are fed through a pair of Hamming registers (RHx, RHy) as

inputs to the array. The array accumulates the total charges

associated with the Hamming bit-vectors, furnishing the

Hamming weights (WHx, WHy). These weight-related

charge totals go through a series of evaluation steps based

on system clock (CLK) phases, providing the comparator

input voltages (VHx, VHy). Once the voltages have been

established, the comparator (COMP) releases the decision

of differential outputs (Voutp, Voutn), indicating a greater

than (WHx [ WHy) or less than (WHx \ WHy) outcome.

Another comparator is employed to establish the equality

outcome (WHx = WHy), in a manner that will become

apparent in Sects. 2, 3.

The complete direct realization of the Hamming weight

comparison is illustrated by the examples in Fig. 2, where

the Hamming input values have been chosen for clarity in

drawing and ease of discussing the operational principles.

There are two Hamming switched-capacitor arrays, asso-

ciated with two comparators, with their labels and param-

eters distinguished through the use of the indices ‘‘1’’ and

‘‘2’’, respectively. For ease of reference, Table 1 summa-

rizes all notations related to our Hamming switched-

capacitor array circuit and the associated descriptions.

The Hamming bit-vectors Hx and Hy are common inputs

to the two switched-capacitor arrays, meaning that

Hx1 = Hx2 and Hy1 = Hy2 at the primary input. However,

we differentiate the inputs by the indices ‘‘1’’ and ‘‘2’’ due to

the different shifting operations applied to them by each

circuit. More specifically, the first circuit (comparator

structure) applies a shift operation on Hx to form Hx1, while

the second circuit applies shifting on Hy to derive Hy2.
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The two Hamming circuits are identical in their design

parameters and operational principles. The first one applies an

extra KC0 weight, which is less than a unit-Hamming weight,

on input Hx1; we refer to this input as the ‘‘right-shifted’’ or

simply ‘‘shifted’’ input. Likewise, the second Hamming

weight circuit applies the same additional weight, but on the

Hamming input Hy2.

We next describe Fig. 2(a), which illustrates the Ham-

ming comparison process when WHx = WHy = 2. The

right-shifting of Hx1 through the first Hamming weighted-

capacitor array implies VHx1 [ VHy1. Thus, the first

comparator output value is ‘‘high’’; viz., Voutp1 = Vdd.

Concurrently, the right-shifting of Hy2 using the circuit of

the second Hamming switched-capacitor array produces

VHy2 [ VHx2. Hence, the second comparator output value

is ‘‘low’’; viz., Voutp2 = 0 V. Therefore, when the two

inputs have equal Hamming weights, the two comparators

produce the outputs ‘‘10’’. Similar reasoning can be applied

to the cases in Fig. 2(b), (c), yielding the comparator out-

puts ‘‘00’’ and ‘‘11,’’ respectively.

We call this novel structure for handling Hamming inputs

(Hx, Hy) through a pair of switched-capacitor arrays with

uniform capacitances and an inherent shift with comparator

decision, a ‘‘Hamming switched-capacitor array’’. For

proper operation, the shift amount must be smaller than a

unit-Hamming weight voltage difference at comparator

inputs (VHx1, VHy1, VHx2, VHy2), that is, when the Ham-

ming weights of two bit-vectors differ by 1.

3 Circuit descriptions

The proposed Hamming circuit, realized in Fig. 3, utilizes

fully differential comparators, Hamming switched-capacitor

arrays, CMOS switches, and basic registers to hold the

Hamming inputs. The comparator is similar to those described

in [24, 25] for a given technology scaling of 0.15 lm CMOS

process [26]. There are two identical branches at the inputs of

the comparator, each is based on a set of uniform C0 capacitors

for a total of N Hamming bit-vector width with an addition of

extra weighted capacitances KC0.

The Hamming decision structure operates in four events

within the system clock periods (TCLK). In this way, the

CMOS switches of the Hamming circuit are toggled

through these events in order to evaluate the voltages, VHx

and VHy, at the inputs of comparators. The four signals

(PHM, PHR, PHE, PHC), shown in Fig. 4, are generated

from the system CLK by a simple finite-state machine (i.e.

Mealy), where each signal presents a particular event

within CLK, but tailored to different position of duty

cycles. Consequently, each phase entails particular event

operations where charges are carried to next phase, until

the final accumulated charges take hold and the comparison

decision is drawn.

During the first event, beginning at time (n-1)T and

shown in Fig. 4 with the dashed circle 1, both branches of

the first and second comparators’ inputs (VHx1, VHy1,

VHx2, VHy2) are set at the power supply voltage VHm =

C0C1CN-1

C0C1CN-1

Voutp

Voutn

C
o

n
tro

l S
w

itc
h

e
s

VHm

Control Switches

Hamming Register-2 (RHy) 

Control Switches

Hamming Register-1 (RHx) 

VHx

VHy

Hx

Hy

CLKFig. 1 Schematic diagram of a

modified switched-capacitor

array to compare the Hamming

weights of two bit-vectors Hx
and Hy, presented in Hamming

registers RHx and RHy
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Vdd through the switch SHm (shown in Fig. 3). At the

same time, the outer plates of all capacitors are tied to Vdd

through switches SHxj and SHyj, which are controlled by

the event signal PHM, independent of the values of the

stored bits RHxj and RHyj (0 B j B n-1) in Hamming

registers RHx and RHy, respectively. Accordingly, the total

charge during the first event is evaluated using the charge

balance equation

QTx1 ¼ Vdd n� 1ð ÞT½ � � Vddf g ðR0� j�N�1Cj þ KC0Þ
ð1Þ

where QTx1 donates the total charge in the first comparator

structure associated with the Hamming input Hx, and

(n-1)T refers to the first event’s timing as depicted in

Fig. 4. Because both comparators structure are initialized to

the same voltages during this first event, and since all

capacitors have the same capacitance value C0, Eq. (1) yields:

QTx1 ¼ QTy1 ¼ QTx2 ¼ QTy2 ¼ 0: ð2Þ

During the second event, beginning at time (n-1/2)T,

the SHm switch is opened, while the capacitors’ outer

(a) Case 1: WHy = WHx

VHx1   (Shift Right)

VHy1

Voutn1

Voutp1

Voutp1 > Voutn1

COMP1 = 1

COMP1

Hamming Weight

V
H

y
1
,V

H
x

1

1 2 3 4 N

Assume: WHy = WHx = 2
At the input of the Hamming 

switched-capacitor array

At the input of first comparator

VHx1VHy1

VHx2

VHy2  (Shift Right) Voutp1

COMP2

Voutp1 < Voutn1

COMP2 = 0

Hamming Weight

V
H

y
2
,V

H
x

2

1 2 3 4 N

At the input of second comparator

VHy2VHx2

Voutp1 < Voutn1

COMP1 = 0

Hamming Weight

V
H

y
1
,V

H
x

1

1 2 3 4 N

Assume: WHy = 2 and WHx = 1
At the input of the Hamming

switched-capacitor array

At the input of first comparator

VHx1 VHy1

Voutp2 < Voutn2

COMP2 = 0

Hamming Weight

V
H

y
2
,V

H
x

2
1 2 3 4 N

At the input of second comparator

VHy2VHx2

Voutp1 > Voutn1

COMP1 = 1

Hamming Weight

V
H

y
1
,V

H
x

1

1 2 3 4 N

Assume: WHy= 1 and WHx = 2
At the input of the Hamming

switched-capacitor array

At the input of first comparator

VHx1VHy1

Voutp2 > Voutn2

COMP2 = 1

Hamming Weight

V
H

y
2
,V

H
x

2

1 2 3 4 N

At the input of second comparator

VHx2VHy2

(b) Case 2: WHy > WHx

(c) Case 3: WHy < WHx

Voutn1

Voutp1

Voutp1

Voutn1

Voutn1

COMP1

COMP2

VHy1

VHx1 (Shift Right)

VHy2 (Shift Right)

VHx2

Voutp1

Voutp1

Voutn1

Voutn1

VHy1

VHx1 (Shift Right)

VHy2 (Shift Right)

VHx2

COMP2

COMP1

Fig. 2 Three examples of

Hamming weight comparisons,

with the relationship between

WHy and WHx being: a equal,

b greater than, and c less than
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plates are connected to Vdd/2. This is controlled by the

event signal PHR independent of the Hamming input bits

value. Thus, charge conservation implies:

VHx1 n� 1=2ð ÞT½ � � Vdd=2f g ðR0� j�N�1Cj þ KC0Þ ¼ 0

ð3Þ

Using the same assumption of equal capacitance values,

and due to the symmetry of comparator structures, we have

VHx1 n� 1=2ð ÞT½ � ¼ VHy1 n� 1=2ð ÞT½ � ¼ Vdd=2

VHx2 n� 1=2ð ÞT½ � ¼ VHy2 n� 1=2ð ÞT½ � ¼ Vdd=2
ð4Þ

Note that up to this point, the CMOS switches operate

independently of the input values.

During event 3, beginning at time instant nT, the circuit

switches to the evaluation mode, where the outer capacitor

plates are connected to input voltages, whose values

depend on the corresponding bits of the Hamming registers

RHx and RHy: Vdd for an input bit 1 and Vdd/2 for an input

bit 0, leading to the voltage value (1 ? b)Vdd/2 for an

SHy0SHyN-1

Vdd/2

Vdd

Vdd/2

Vdd

SHx0SHxN-1

KC0C0C0

C0 C0 KC0

VHm

Voutp1

Voutn1

COMP1

SHy0SHyN-1

Vdd/2

Vdd

Vdd/2

Vdd

SHx0SHxN-1

KC0C0C0

C0 C0 KC0

VHm

Voutp2

Voutn2

COMP2

Shifting Hx by inserting 
Vdd to KC0

Shifting Hy by inserting 
Vdd to KC0

SHm

SHm

VHy1

VHx1

VHy2

VHx2

F
irst C

o
m

p
arato

r S
tru

ctu
re 

S
eco

n
d

 C
o

m
p

arato
r S

tru
ctu

re 

Fig. 3 The proposed Hamming

switched-capacitor array circuit

Table 1 Terminology for the proposed Hamming switched-capacitor

array (i = 1 or 2 is the index of the Hamming circuit)

Symbol Definition

Vdd Power supply voltage

C0 Unit capacitance

K Shifting ratio factor

N Input bit-vector length

Hxi [Hyi] First [second] Hamming input of the

ith Hamming circuit

RHx [RHy] Hamming register for storing the first

[second] Hamming input

WHxi [WHyi] First [second] Hamming weight-

related to the ith Hamming circuit

COMPi Differential comparator in the ith
Hamming circuit

VHxi [VHyi] First [second] input voltage for COMPi

VHm Common Hamming mode voltage

equal to Vdd

Voutpi [Voutni] Positive [negative] output voltage for

COMPi
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input bit value b. During event 3, the evaluation voltage

VHx1 is ‘‘right-shifted’’ by applying Vdd to the outer plate

of the capacitor labeled KC0 in Fig. 3, with charge pres-

ervation implying:

R0� j�N�1C0 VHx1 n� 1=2ð ÞT½ � � Vdd=2f g
þ KC0 VHx1 n� 1=2ð ÞT½ � � Vdd=2f g
¼ R0� j�N�1C0 VHx1 nT½ � � 1þ Hxj

� �
Vdd=2

� �

þ KC0 VHx1 nT½ � � Vddf g ð5Þ

Note that the first line of Eq. (5) represents the total

charge at time (n-1/2)T and the second line constitutes the

total charge at time nT, with the latter being a function of

the bit values Hxj or their associated applied voltages

(1 ? Hxj)Vdd/2.

Plugging (4) into (5) and simplifying, we have:

VHx1½nT� ¼ Vdd
ðN

2
þ KÞ þ

PN�1
j¼0 Hxj=2

N þ K
ð6Þ

Concurrently, VHy1 is also evaluated during event 3, but

without the right-shifting, that is, the voltage Vdd/2 to outer

plate of the capacitor labeled KC0 in Fig. 3. Thus, the

counterparts to Eqs. (5) and (6) are:

R0� j�N�1C0 VHy1 n� 1=2ð ÞT½ � � Vdd=2f g
þ KC0 VHy1 n� 1=2ð ÞT½ � � Vdd=2f g
¼ R0� j�N�1C0 VHy1 nT½ � � 1þ Hyj

� �
Vdd=2

� �

þ KC0 VHy1 nT½ � � Vddf g ð7Þ

VHy1½nT� ¼ Vdd
N
2
þ K

2

� �
þ
PN�1

j¼0 Hyj=2

N þ K
ð8Þ

Notice that the required right-shifting is performed by

simply applying a different voltage value to the outer plates of

capacitances KC0. This strategy renders the Hamming

switched-capacitor structures on both branches identical, thus

ensuring balance in the geometry of capacitance areas on both

inputs to the comparator. This reduces the mismatch error.

Following the same process as above, the voltages

associated with the second comparator structure are readily

seen to be:

VHx2½nT� ¼ Vdd
ðN

2
þ K

2
Þ þ

PN�1
i¼0 Hxj=2

N þ K
ð9Þ

VHy2½nT� ¼ Vdd
ðN

2
þ KÞ þ

PN�1
i¼0 Hyj=2

N þ K
ð10Þ

RESET

CLK

PHM

PHE

PHC

Event 

1

Event 

2

Event 

3

Event 

4

Cycle 1

New cycle with new start for new Hamming 

measurement

(n-1)T nT (n+1)T(n-1/2)T (n+1/2)T

PHR

Fig. 4 Timing events for the

proposed Hamming N-bit vector

circuit
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We note that if the Hamming inputs Hx and Hy are

both the all 0s vector, then Eqs. (6), (8), (9), and (10)

reduce to:

VHx1½nT� ¼ Vdd

2
1þ K

N þ K

� �
&VHy1½nT� ¼ Vdd=2

ð11Þ

VHx2½nT� ¼ Vdd

2
& VHy2½nT � ¼ Vdd

2
1þ K

N þ K

� �
: ð12Þ

Consequently, for equal Hamming weights, Eq. (11)

suggests that the shift amount is K/2 towards Hx, while

in (Eq. 12) the shift amount is K/2 towards Hy. Thus, these

equations confirm the comparison principle derived in

Sect. 2.

The final event 4, beginning at time instant (n ? 1/2)T,

completes the operation of the comparators by providing

output values at Voutp1 and Voutp2, based on the weighted

sum of the comparators’ inputs (VHx1, VHy1, VHx2, VHy2).

The comparator is realized with latched output that holds

the current comparison results during the next new com-

parison cycle.

Table 2 provides the resulting voltages and comparison

results for Hamming weight comparison of 4 bit input

vectors Hx and Hy in a number of cases involving all

possible distances. The entries in Table 2 are derived from

Eqs. (6), (8), (9), and (10) by assuming K = 1/4. We will

see in the next section that the value of K is limited to the

range [0, 1/2].

4 Accuracy analysis

In this section, characteristics of the proposed circuit are

identified based on the behavior of switched-capacitor

array. These characteristics resemble those of analog/

digital and digital/analog switched-capacitor structures

[19–22, 24, 25], where similar definitions and theory are

applicable. Assume ideal conditions, in the absence of

noise and any imperfections. For N-bit inputs, our structure

requires N equal C0 capacitors in the form of a uniform

charge redistribution array, along with a shifting capacitor

KC0.

The lower bound of the shifting factor is based on the

requirement for proper operation in the case when two

Hamming weights are equal. Using (11) and (12), we have:

C0 K þ N=2ð ÞVdd

C0 N þ Kð Þ [
C0 N þ Kð ÞVdd=2

C0 N þ Kð Þ ; implies K [ 0:

ð13Þ

On the other hand, the upper bound is based on the

requirement for proper operation when the two Hamming

weights differ by 1. Using Eqs. (6–10), we have:

C0 N=2þ Kð ÞVdd

C0 N þ Kð Þ \
C0 N þ K þ 1=2ð ÞVdd=2

C0 N þ Kð Þ ;

implies K\1=2:
ð14Þ

Furthermore, the minimum resolution between the input

branches of the comparators can be expressed in a worst-

case scenario when the two Hamming weights are equal as

derived in (11) and (12), with the only difference between

them resulting from the shift ratio:

Vdiff ¼ Vdd

2
1þ K

N þ K

� �
� Vdd

2
¼ Vdd

2

K

N þ K

� �
:

ð15Þ

Thus, the minimum comparators’ resolution is

proportional to Vdd and inversely proportional to the

input vector width N. This will make the design of

comparators more challenging with gradual increase in bit-

width and continued technology scaling. An optimal value

for K is obtained by striking a balance between the two

constraints Eqs. (14) and (15):

Kopt ¼ 0:5: ð16Þ

Table 2 Hamming weight

comparison between two 4 bit

input vectors Hx and Hy, based

on the proposed Hamming

switched-capacitor array of

Fig. 3

WHx, WHy COMP1 COMP2 Voutp1, Voutp2 Result

VHx1/Vdd VHy1/Vdd VHx2/Vdd VHy2/Vdd

0, 0 0.529 0.500 0.500 0.529 1, 0 =

1, 0 0.647 0.500 0.618 0.529 1, 1 [
2, 0 0.765 0.500 0.735 0.529 1, 1 [
3, 0 0.882 0.500 0.853 0.529 1, 1 [
4, 0 1.000 0.500 0.971 0.529 1, 1 [
0, 1 0.500 0.647 0.529 0.618 0, 0 \
0, 2 0.500 0.765 0.529 0.735 0, 0 \
0, 3 0.500 0.882 0.529 0.853 0, 0 \
0, 4 0.500 1.000 0.529 0.971 0, 0 \
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The ideal transfer characteristics from the difference of

two Hamming weights to their accumulated charges at the

input branches of the comparators (|VHx1-VHy1|, |VHx2-

VHy2|) is illustrated in Fig. 5. The offset error is commonly

known as the constant deviation of the actual output from

ideal output when the ideal output should be zero. Gain

error is characterized by a slope change in the transfer

characteristics. This type of error, depicted in Fig. 5(a), is

usually due to process variability or the power supply

voltage differences at the input branches of the

comparators [20–25].

Another type of deviation is a measure of the non-linearity

error after the offset and gain errors have been removed, as

shown in Fig. 5(b). Assuming the X-axis is the Hamming

input vectors bits and the Y-axis is the accumulated weights

at the given X-axis bits. The accumulated weights are mea-

sured based on either Eq. (8) or (9) which applies on non-

shifting inputs of first and second comparator structure

(Fig. 3). Consider an example where the 8 bit Hx and Hy

have 4 and 5 bits asserted, respectively, with the remaining

bits being 0s. Applying (9) on Hx provides the weight

Vddð2þ K
2
þ N

2
Þ=ðN þ KÞ on the Y-axis, while Eq.(8)

applied on Hy yields the weight Vddð5
2
þ K

2
þ N

2
Þ=ðN þ KÞ on

the Y-axis, corresponding to two points on the graph. Fur-

thermore, when Hx and Hy have the same number of asserted

bits, they provide one points on the graph using either Eq.(8)

or (9). By increasing the input bit-width N, all points of graph

can be obtained using Eq.(8) and (9).

Next, applying the shifting principles using Eq.(6) and

(10), two graphs representing the minimum and the max-

imum shifting regions are produced. These shifting regions,

along with the non-shifting region, create maximum

and minimum voltage differences at the inputs of com-

parators. Thus, we have the following equations for the

maximum-weight and minimum-weight voltage differ-

ences, respectively:

Vdiffmax ¼max VHx1 � VHy1j j; jVHx2 � VHy2jf g

¼
Vddð1

2
þ K

2
Þ

N þ K

ð17Þ

Vdiffmin ¼min VHx1 � VHy1j j; jVHx2 � VHy2jf g

¼
Vddð1

2
� K

2
Þ

N þ K

ð18Þ

It might be noted that Vdiffmax of (17) realizes large margin

for comparator resolution, while Vdiffmin of (18) realizes

small margin for comparator resolution.

To summarize, the graph in Fig. 5(b) shows the linearity

of input–output characteristics, where the inputs are bits of

Hx and Hy and the output is the accumulated voltage at the

comparator input. This voltage difference determines the

resolution of comparator operations against Hamming bits

difference, which can be degraded due to nonlinear factors

such as capacitance and switch mismatches.
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Fig. 5 Graphic illustration of linearity shifting principles .a Impact of linear error,b maximum and minimum resolution regions and impact of

non-linear error
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For N-bit inputs, the proposed Hamming circuit entails a

total capacitance of

CT ¼ 4 N þ Kð ÞC0 ð19Þ

given that we have two branches for each comparator

structure as shown in Fig. 3. The outer plate of each

capacitor is connected to either Vdd or Vdd/2, while the

inner plate is connected to Vdd or the input terminal of the

comparator. Such a configuration, is commonly known to

reduce the noise injected from the substrate into the circuit

[27–29], since the outer plates of the capacitors are never

connected to input terminal of the comparator or to sub-

strate voltage.

Furthermore, the geometry of the differential Hamming

switched-capacitor array reduces the effects of possible

errors resulting from mismatches of the capacitances.

Assuming the switched-capacitor array to exhibit a linear

gradient, that is, a linear variation in changes of Tox from

one end to the other, the linear mismatches of C0 becomes

C0 ! C0 þ DC0ð Þ; 2C0 ! C0 þ 2DC0ð Þ; . . .;

NC0 ! C0 þ NDC0ð Þ
ð20Þ

where DC0 is the linear gradient error associated with

capacitance value in our Hamming switched-capacitor

array. Now, using Eq. (18) for the minimum resolution at

the input of the comparator with linear gradient of

mismatches for our switched-capacitor array, we have:

Vdiffminc ¼
K C0 þ DC0ð ÞVdd=2

C0 N þ Kð Þ þ N N � 1ð ÞDC0 þ KDC0

ð21Þ

where KDC0 is the error associated with the shift capaci-

tance value. Taking 0.2 % of C0 to be a typical worst-case

approximate mismatch for DC0 [27, 28], Fig. 6 shows

Vdiffmin of (18) and Vdiffminc of Eq. (21) against the

Hamming size N. The result is very promising, because it

shows the minimum difference resolution voltage (18)

Vdiffmin = 5.8 mV (at N = 64, K = 0.5, C0 = 0.1 pF, and

Vdd = 1.5 V), while the minimum difference including

mismatches linear capacitance error Eq. (21) is 5.2 mV.

Thus, the mismatches degrade the resolution from 5.8 to

5.2 mV. Most recent comparator designs [19–21, 24, 25]

can promptly respond to differences as small as a couple of

millivolts, so the operation of our circuit should be robust,

even with linear gradient error due to capacitance mis-

matches. See the appendix for simulation-based results.

As further evidence of robustness, the error between

Eqs. (18) and (21) is depicted in Fig. 7. The near inde-

pendence with regard to increases in input width is due to a

differential uniform cancellation structure. Non-linearity

error, resulting from variance in capacitance non-linearities,

degrades the minimum resolution margin by 10.34 % at the

input of comparators. The capacitance mismatch error can be

further analyzed by considering a random difference, in lieu

of linear difference, between the two differential arrays. The

latter error is usually reduced by using layout techniques, as

discussed in [19, 30–33]. On the other hand, the non-linearity

error of linear gradient capacitance mismatches shown in

Eq. (21) has an insignificant impact on the accuracy of

Vdiffmax, since the resolution margin at the comparator input

is much greater than Vdiffmin. Hence, we elaborate only on

the impact of nonlinearity factors on Vdiffmin margin.

The maximum speed of the design is constrained by the

four events comprising one system clock cycle, as discussed

Fig. 6 Minimum resolution at the input of comparator against the

Hamming input width N. The graph using the symbol ‘‘-’’ shows the

ideal difference Vdiffmin modeled by (18), while the graph using the

symbol ‘‘o’’ represents the non-ideal difference Vdiffminc given by

Eq.(21)

Fig. 7 The resolution error magnitude between ideal and non-ideal

comparator input, where the non-linearity in the non-ideal case is due

to linear gradient capacitance mismatches
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in Sect. 3, independent of the size of the input vectors. The

worst-case settling time is associated with the first event,

when the input branches of the comparators are charged to

VHm = Vdd. These input branches are connected to all inner

capacitor plates, where the voltage must rise from 0 V to

VHm = Vdd within a quarter of system clock cycle, and

then, discharge to Vdd/2 during the beginning of second

event. We assume that signal rising and falling times are

equalized by tweaking the magnitude of RTG. Consequently,

using the derived transmission-gate transfer time in [34],

which is limited by the time constant, we have:

se1�charge ¼ se1�discharge � RTG Cp þ KC0 þ
XN�1

j¼0

C0

" #

ð22Þ

where RTG is the resistance associated with the CMOS

switch SHm, derived in [34], Cp accounts for gate and

diffusion capacitances of SHm, KC0 is the shifting capac-

itance value, and C0 is the unit charge capacitor for each bit

position of the N-bit input vectors. The subscripts ‘‘e1-

charge’’ and ‘‘e1-discharge’’ refer to first event for charging

and discharging of total capacitor voltage. Hence, the

conversion cycle during this first event is limited by the

time constant of this event.

We next endeavor to demonstrate that events 2–4 have

much shorter settling times, making Te1 the determining factor

in setting the clock speed. The settling time during event 2 is

related to switching off the inner plates in the capacitor array

from VHm and transferring Vdd/2 from the outer plate to inner

plate of each capacitor in the array. This settling time is fairly

short, since it pertains to individual capacitance values, rather

than the whole line. During event 3, the settling time pertains

to charging each unit capacitor individually with Vdd instead

of Vdd/2, based on whether the associated bit of the corre-

sponding input vector is asserted. This settling time is also

fairly short, as it pertains to individual capacitors. The final

event 4 is constrained by the comparator’s decision time of

the sense amplifier and registering of the output results in

D latches which considered short [19–21, 24, 25, 35]. As a

result, the circuit’s total transfer time, which is limited by the

time constant in (22), is given by:

Tp ¼ 4 se1�charge þ se1�discharge

� �
: ð23Þ

Finally, the maximum switching frequency of the

proposed design is (pessimistically):

fm �
1

Tp
: ð24Þ

The factor 4 in Eq. (23) reflects the fact that Eq. (22)

shows only the transfer time of event 1. The pessimistic

nature of Eq. (24) is due to our assuming each of the

simpler events 2–4 also requiring as much time as event 1.

5 Simulation results

We next present results for HSPICE [36] simulations of the

proposed design, utilizing 0.15 lm TSMC technology [26].

All simulations were carried out for a typical technology

corner: power supply at Vdd = 1.5 V and temperature at

25 �C. The input vector width is chosen to be N = 16,

representing the most common applications. Additionally,

we take the unit capacitance value to be 0.1 lF, as is the

case for most common 0.15 lm technology, and assume

the sub-optimal shifting ratio factor of K = 1/4 as a chal-

lenging marginal operating point (half of the optimal value

Kopt = 1/2).

The HSPICE simulations where conducted to verify the

functionality of the design based on our derived mathe-

matical equations and to measure the maximum operating

frequency, maximum resolution error, and maximum

power dissipation. The excellent agreement between sim-

ulation results and those derived from analytic formulas

verifies the accuracy of the latter, leading us to the con-

clusion that the circuit will behave as expected for wider

inputs.

Figure 8 shows the simulated waveform for our Hamming

circuit’s operation at a system clock frequency of 1 GHz,

when the weight of the input Hx sweeps from 0 to 16 (bits are

sequentially asserted), while the weight of the input Hy is

maintained at 16 (all bits are asserted). The first signal in the

presented waveform (PHC) is related to symbol of Fig. 4,

which illustrates the comparison decision (event 4), while the

second and third waveforms show the input line voltages at

the first and second comparator: V(Hx1), V(Hy1), V(Hx2), and

V(Hy2), which are symbolized as VHx1, VHy1, VHx2, and

VHy2, respectively. The fourth and fifth signal waveforms

correspond to the comparator decision output for each

comparison event (i.e. event 4). The signals evaluates an

outcome of V(outp1) = 0 and V(outp2) = 0 (i.e. Voutp1 and

Voutp2, respectively), indicating that WHx \ WHy since Hy

is kept at 16 while Hx is sequentially increased. Moreover,

when the simulation ends, we should have Voutp1 = 0 and

Voutp2 = Vdd, indicating that the inputs have equal Ham-

ming weights.

Likewise, Fig. 9 shows complementary results to Fig. 8,

in that it corresponds to a simulation where the Hamming

weight of Hx is kept constant at 16 while the Hamming

weight of Hy is swept from 0 to 16. Hence, the comparator

outputs of Fig. 9 show a value of V(outp1) = Vdd and

V(outp2) = Vdd, indicating that WHy \ WHx. Again, at

the end of the simulation, Voutp1 = 0 and Voutp2 = Vdd,

indicating the equality of Hamming weights.

The simulation results of Fig. 10 were derived to

examine the worst-case scenario for charging and dis-

charging the switched-capacitor array represented by the

comparator inputs: V(Hx1), V(Hy1), V(Hx2), and V(Hy2). To
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induce the worst-case, we alternate between WHx = 0,

WHy = 16 and WHx = 16, WHy = 0 during consecutive

clock periods. Hence, all capacitors at one end of the

comparator are charged, while all capacitors at the other

end are discharged simultaneously. We note that for this

worst-case, the comparator outputs are safely responsive at

1 GHz operating speed, given that all events within one

cycle are correctly evaluated.

Figure 11 depicts a useful way of indicating the rela-

tionship between the Hamming weight differences and

analog voltage differences at the inputs of the comparators,

as illustrated in Sect. 3 via Fig. 5b. This measure shows the

linearity curve within minimum region difference, com-

monly known as the input–output transfer characteristics.

The results show close-to-ideal transfer characteristics,

where the deviation of measured in Fig. 12 is about ±

0.08 mV. This error reduces the minimum resolution

of comparator inputs given by Eq. (18) from 22.7 to

22.62 mV for N = 16 bits. Generally, the impact of this

error is negligible for small input vector widths.

Finally, the power consumption results have been obtained

for the proposed circuit running at 1 GHz, assuming unit

capacitance value of 0.1 pF and Hamming width N = 16,

with the shifting factor K = 1/4. The simulation results

report power consumption of 0.136 mW, where all bits are

taken to be different in a worst-case scenario. The two

comparators are considered major sources of power con-

sumption due to the bias circuit that requires a constant

biasing current. Power consumption from this source can be

minimized by using the design in [24, 37, 38]. Furthermore,

using a bias on–off switch circuit will help in reducing the

overall power consumption. Each of two comparators con-

sumes an average of 0.5 mW of power, which is not included

in the recorded power consumption. Thus, the total power

consumption is 1.136 mW, when the two comparators are

included.

6 Comparative evaluations

We now endeavor to analyze the area (in number of tran-

sistors), operating speed, and power requirements of our

proposed Hamming weight comparison circuit, ending the

Fig. 8 HSPICE waveforms for

input Hy kept at weight 16,

while the Hamming weight of

the input Hx is sequentially

increased. The horizontal time

scale is in nanoseconds and the

vertical output scale is in volts

(CLK = 1 GHz, Vdd = 1.5 V),

using TSMC 0.15 lm

technology
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section by a comparison of our novel design method with a

number of recent alternative designs [12–18].

6.1 Area assessment

To derive the area requirements, we first calculate the total

number of transistors for the N-bit Hamming weight circuit

(Table 3). The transistor counts for CMOS switches are

self-explanatory. The transistor count of COMP1 and

COMP2, with Mealy phase generators, equals 2*(60) ?

58 = 178, independent of input size. We did not count the

registers (D-Type Flip-Flops) that store the input bits,

because these registers already exist on the data bus that

provides the inputs. These registers are common to all

designs, thus not affecting our comparisons.

Furthermore, large capacitances are usually made of

identical unit capacitors, so as to minimize the ratio mis-

matches [30–33]. For this reason, common-centroid

geometries and inter-digitization are of particular impor-

tance in reducing mismatches for high accuracy, as they

help reduce the effects of gradients and random fabrication

errors [27–29]. This fabrication error is usually due to

photolithography, oxide thickness, and dielectric constant,

plus expected voltage and temperature variations. Given

the importance of achieving highly precise layout and due

to our design’s use of uniform capacitances, our differential

Hamming switched-capacitor arrays are arranged with

common-centroid geometries. Figure 13 shows an example

of centroid capacitance layout for an input width of 9 bits,

where the structure requires 18 uniform C0 capacitors on

each switched-capacitance array in our two-array structure.

Each capacitor is split into two equal parts of capacity 0.5

C0, marked by the letters ‘‘a’’ and ‘‘b’’ in Fig. 13, where

minus and plus signs denote the capacitors associated with

inputs Hy and Hx, respectively. This geometry provides a

good cancelation of random variations across the array

through an assurance of center gradient in the fabrication

process in all binary combinations. Besides, the proposed

layout minimizes the fringing capacitances between the

two branches of comparator inputs. Based on this geome-

try, the total area is depicted in Table 4 for some input bit-

widths, assuming the use a uniform capacitance value of

0.1 lF for our 0.15 lm technology with 2 poly and 3 metal

layers.

Fig. 9 HSPICE waveforms for

Hamming weight of Hx kept at

16, while the Hamming weight

of Hy is sequentially increased.

The horizontal time scale is in

nanoseconds and the vertical
output scale is in volts

(CLK = 1 GHz, Vdd = 1.5 V),

using TSMC 0.15 lm

technology
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Fig. 10 HSPICE waveforms

for Hamming inputs Hy and Hx
cross-toggling between

maximum-weight of 16 (all bits

at 1) and minimum-weight of 0

(all bits at 0) on alternating

clock cycles. The horizontal
time scale is in nanoseconds and

the vertical output scale is in

volts (CLK = 1 GHz,

Vdd = 1.5 V), using TSMC

0.15 lm technology

Fig. 11 HSPICE extracted simulation for input–output transfer

characteristics with respect to ideal curve presented in Eq. (18),

using TSMC 0.15 lm technology at CLK = 1 GHz, Vdd = 1.5 V,

K = 1/4, N = 16, and C0 = 0.1 pF

Fig. 12 HSPICE extracted simulation for non-linear error and its

impact on comparators resolution decision, using TSMC 0.15 lm

technology at a clock frequency of 1 GHz, Vdd = 1.5 V, K = 1/4,

N = 16, and C0 = 0.1 pF
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6.2 Speed assessment

In this section, we vary the input Hamming weights by

taking a worst difference between the two input bit-vectors

in each particular Hamming weight class and measure the

HSPICE simulated worst-case delay. This worst-case delay

is measured from rising edge of first event to evaluated

comparison output data (Voutp1, Voutp2) during the fourth

event. In addition, every simulation case was toggled based

on Fig. 10 in order to ensure that the time constants are

accounted for with enough accuracy (3s ? 5s) within each

event. This delay is approximated by our derived Eq. (24),

where the critical path length was taken to be four times the

delay of the first event, which was shown to be a worst-case

time delay event.

Note that whenever N is increased, the capacitances on

the input comparators are also increased, based on Eq. (22),

with the result that the first event’s delay for charging these

input lines to Vdd (VHm) also goes up. Figure 14 shows a

linear relation between delay and input bit width up to 64

bits. The relationship starts exhibiting non-linearity for

wider inputs due to large second-order parasitic effects

with respect to C0. The second-order effects are mostly due

to transmission-gate resistances (RTG) and parasitic

capacitances (e.g. diffusion, gate, wire) of CMOS switches,

which vary in a non-linear manner with voltage. More

detailed analysis on typical switched-capacitor array par-

asitic effects can be found elsewhere [22].

6.3 Power characteristics

Our proposed Hamming comparator circuit exploits the

uniform weighted switched-capacitor array and CMOS

+7b +4b +3b -3a -4a -7a
+8b +5b +2b -2a -5a -8a
+9b +6b +1b -1a -6a -9a

-9b -6b -1b +1a +6a +9a
-8b -5b -2a +2a +5a +8a
-7b -4b -3b +3a +4a +7a

Fig. 13 Example of a centroid capacitance layout

Table 4 Total capacitor layout area for various input bit-widths

Input width

in bits (N)

Switched-capacitor area

for C0 = 0.2 pF

Total (pF)2

(Hx1, Hy1) ? (Hx2, Hy2)

16 2 * (8 * 8)(0.05 * 0.05) 0.32

32 2 * (11.5 * 11.5)(0.05 * 0.05) 0.66

64 2 * (16 * 16)(0.05 * 0.05) 1.28

128 2 * (23 * 23)(0.05 * 0.05) 2.65

256 2 * (32 * 32)(0.05 * 0.05) 5.12

Fig. 14 Hamming weight decision delay vs. Hamming input bit-

width under worst-case simulations depicted in Fig. 10

Fig. 15 Power consumption vs. varying Hamming input widths,

when running at 0.2 GHz system clock

Table 3 Number of transistors in the proposed Hamming circuit with

various vector widths

Input width

in bits (N)

Transistor counts Total

transistors
Four sets of

CMOS switches

Comparators and

phase generator

16 4 * (14 * 16) 178 1,074

32 4 * (14 * 32) 178 1,970

64 4 * (14 * 64) 178 3,762

128 4 * (14 * 128) 178 7,346

256 4 * (14 * 256) 178 14,514
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switches, where the input voltage to switched-capacitor

array is limited to DC constant voltages (Vdd, Vdd/2).

Besides, all switching activities entail single unit capacitors

associated with input bits, the only exception being during

the first event, when all capacitors are charged to Vdd.

Thus, the switched-capacitor array usually limits switching

activity to small numbers of devices, leading to low power

dissipation [37]. Analyses in [38, 39] show that circuits

based on the switched-capacitor array paradigm dissipate

small amounts of power, a fact that is readily confirmed by

the results of our HSPICE simulation for assessing power

consumption, as depicted in Fig. 15.

Power consumption results have been obtained for the

proposed circuit running at a lower frequency of 200 MHz,

in order to accommodate all functional operations for dif-

ferent input widths ranging from 16 to 64 bits, with unit

capacitance of 0.1 pF and shifting factor K = 1/2. In each

case, all bits are taken to be different as a worst-case

scenario. The 0.5 mW average power consumption of each

comparator is not included in the recorded power con-

sumption of Fig. 15. We have not discussed the structures

associated with the comparator circuitry, since the litera-

ture is rich with many such designs. The scope of our paper

is to present the architecture of a Hamming comparator

circuit, rather than basic comparator design.

6.4 Comparison with previous designs

Table 5 contains a comparison of our Hamming comparator

circuit against several state-of-the-art Hamming comparator

designs, whose structures represent recent design topologies

and circuits targeted for high-speed operation and power

savings, that is, objectives similar to those of our proposed

architecture. The symbols FA and LG are used as a unit for

full-adder and logic gate counts, where the FA requires

between 3 and 9 logic gates. A gate is usually built from 4–6

transistors, although some recent ones [40] require only one

logic gate with several capacitors.

In terms of the number of transistors used, our design is

intermediate among those compared, because it requires

two switching capacitor array circuits for each input bit,

with each switching circuit composed of four pass-gate

multiplexors and four inverters. Bear in mind, however,

that the components in our design all use local intercon-

nects, with no global routing. The latter property, combined

with the small geometry of capacitance array, might result

in a smaller overall silicon area. Furthermore, the proposed

design is extremely power-efficient, since all activities of

the operating frequency are introduced through the Ham-

ming bit capacitor value C0, which is known to be less than

diffusion and gate capacitances of cascaded logic gates.

Nevertheless, designers must be aware that the comparator

circuit requires standby currents on the order of 0.5 mA,

which potentially necessitates the use a switched on–off

circuit to shut off the power during standby mode.

Another significant advantage of our design is its high

operating speed for a wide range of Hamming input bit-

widths (N). The high-speed of our design, which places it

among the fastest Hamming weight comparators reported

in the literature, results from parallel operation in charging

and discharging of the capacitors C0 and the concurrent

manifestation of the total weight in each input bit-vector,

independent of the order of bits. By contrast, competing

designs take the order of bits into account, leading to

synchronous realizations.

7 Conclusions

We have presented a Hamming weight comparator cir-

cuit architecture for input bit-vectors using switched-

Table 5 Cost, latency, and power consumption for Hamming weight comparator circuits

Circuits (N Bits) Tech/supply

voltage

Area (Transistors) Power Operating speed

Proposed

N = 16

0.15 lm/1.5 V 1074 Trans. ? 1.28 pF2 1.136 mW @ 1 GHz 1 ns 4[(2)RTG*(Csdg ? N*C0)]

[1] N = 8 0.35 lm/3.5 V 324 Trans. 0.44 mW @

200 MHz

4.58 ns

[4] N = 5 – (41 gates) = 246 Trans. O(N log2N)

(LG)

– 7-gate levels O(log2N) (gate

levels)

[5] N = 16 AMI 0.8 lm (256 gates) = 1536 Trans. [N X N]

*(LG)

– 1.3 ns/level N-gate levels

[3] Size = N – ½2ðN � log2N � 1ÞFA þ 4 log2N� LGð Þ – ðlog2N � 1Þ FA gate levelð Þ þ 1

The parameters pF2, FA, N, and LG are defined as picofarad area of switched-capacitor array, full-adder area, Hamming input bit-width, and

logic gate area, respectively
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capacitor arrays, where all capacitors have a uniform

weight independent of the order of bits. The circuit

comprises of two switched-capacitor arrays associated

with two comparators, collectively realizing all compar-

ison functions, that is, ‘‘[’’, ‘‘\’’, and ‘‘=’’, between the

two input bit-vectors. The circuit operation involves a

shifting factor applied differently to each input by

varying the input voltage between Vdd and Vdd/2,

instead of through changing the capacitance value in the

two inputs of the comparator. Thus, the two comparator

inputs have a uniform weight of capacitances, which

reduces layout-induced mismatches.

Theoretically, the circuit input/output characteristics are

linearly related to the accumulated voltage weight of

comparators across the Hamming vector width (N). Con-

sequently, the minimum voltage margin at comparator

inputs is reduced as N increases, and power supply voltage

requirement is also reduced. Non-linear phenomena, such

as capacitance and switch mismatches, can potentially

upset this theoretical assessment, but HSPICE simulation

shows that the effects of non-linearities are not problematic

in practical contexts.

For example, assuming 0.15 lm TSMC technology,

with K = 1/4, Vdd = 1.5 V, and N = 16 bits, non-linear-

ities reduce the minimum resolution margin from 22.7 to

22.3 mV, thus barely affecting the wide margin which is

needed for reliable comparator operation. Consistent with

this analysis, the measure of minimum difference region

(i.e. resolution margin), assessed for several Hamming

input vector bit-widths, shows that for N = 64, K = 1/2,

Vdd = 1.5 V, and with the same technology, non-lineari-

ties reduce the margin from 5.8 to 5.2 mV. Most recent

comparator designs can operate reliably under this typical

margin.

The operation of the Hamming switched-capacitor cir-

cuit is realized in terms of four events, regardless of the

input width. The events occur sequentially, with each event

proceeding concurrently in the two switched-capacitor

arrays. Consequently, the circuit function entails a rela-

tively low latency, not exceeding four times the duration of

the first (longest) event. This leads to very competitive

latency values and associated clock rates.

Extensive HSPICE simulation results indicate that the

circuit can run at 1 GHz for N = 16, while consuming a

power of about 1.136 mW for the shifting factor K = 1/4.

For N = 64 and K = 1/2, it can run at 200 MHz. In terms

of area, our results for comparing the Hamming weights

of two 16 bit input vectors reveal a cost of 1,074 tran-

sistors and switched-capacitor array of 0.32 pF2. Finally,

our proposed design is self-contained and does not require

any additional (external) decoding to produce the final

output.

Appendix

In this appendix, we present the results of simulation-based

verification of the theoretical analyses of Sect. 4 with

regard to the negligible impact of capacitance mismatches

on the physical attributes and performance of our Ham-

ming comparator. Assuming 0.15 lm TSMC process with

the linear oxide gradient of a = 60 ppm, oxide thickness

of 15 nm, capacitor cell width of W = 5 lm, horizontal/

vertical spacing of Sx = Sy = 0.5 lm (see Fig. 16), angle

h of 45� and 315� degrees, and unit capacitance of 0.5 pF,

variations of capacitance value as a function of bit-width is

depicted in Fig. 17.

Instantiating capacitances whose variations are according

to Fig. 17 into the design of our proposed Hamming

comparator circuit and conducting HSPICE simulations on

several technology corners, we confirmed that for bit-widths

of 16, 32, and 64, the circuit behaves within acceptable tol-

erances in the worst-case involving Vdd = 1.35 V (15 %

drop), temperature of 100 �C, and the slow-fast or fast-slow

technology corner. Minimum voltage differences of 11.1,

6.3, and 0.98 mV are applicable to 16, 32, and 64 bit com-

parators, respectively. Waveforms observed in one of the

simulation runs, corresponding to the bit-width of 16, are

depicted in Fig. 18. Results for the 16 bit case are shown,

because they are most legible after reduction to a suitably

CX0

CX1

CX2

CX3

CX4

CX5

CY0

CY1

CY2

CY3

CY4

CY5

SX
SY

W
45°

Fig. 16 Worst-case linear gradient switched-capacitor arrays for

layout model arrangement

Fig. 17 Variation in unit capacitance value for different comparator

bit-widths based on linear gradient layout arrangement
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small size for publication. Full conformance to the results

expected based on our theoretical analyses was observed in

all simulated cases.
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